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Welcome to 2018
How’s it going then? have you kept up your resolutions, are you moving
up the table, have you beaten your nemesis yet?
What you need is a challenging and progressive training plan starting with
Thursday nights. Then you can refine your diet, ditch the ‘cheesey chips’
and pizza and aim for more quality protein and carb’s as the breakfast
recipe on page 11 gives.
Just because ‘the leg’ looked simple without that mind picture it could
have you like the proverbial ‘headless chicken’ . Planning each leg will
give you the best chance of success, after all no matter how hard you try
week after week you wont succeed if your not heading in the right
direction. So put Thursday night training in your diary and I’ll see you
there.
ED
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By the time this is published LOG will have competed in the knockout stage of
the 2018 Compass Sport Trophy, so we’ll either be celebrating and looking
forward to the final in Abraham’s Valley Rugely, in October, or licking our
wounds. The Compass Sport Trophy is the only chance each year to run as a club
in a national competition, with everyone taking part in with a chance of helping
their club’s position on the day – either scoring points or knocking other club’s
scorers further down the table. A great day out and recommended if you’ve
never taken part before.
One of LOG’s successes over recent years has been the introduction of the Night
Score Cup, now developed into the Fight the Night series. This year was no
exception, with a large number of non-orienteers taking part in the opening
event held in partnership with the Lincolnshire Runner, and a good number
taking part in the whole series and some we can now welcome as new members
of the club. The series took in Lincoln South, Ermine, Boultham and the
traditional West End finale with prize giving, refreshments and even a coronation
at the Carholme Golf Club afterwards. Fight the Night is also a good event for
novice planners to have a go. If you’ve ever fancied setting the challenges for
others, then think about one of these events next year.
As March opened the Beast from the East buried most of Lincolnshire in snow,
now thawed almost as rapidly as it arrived. Before the month of March is out the
clocks will go forward and our Spring Series kicks off in Chambers Farm Woods,
Bardney. The series of six events begins on 29th March and concludes on 3rd
May with the Lincs Challenge Shield, our chance to go head-to-head with local
rivals HALO. Come along, have a go and make the most of Lincolnshire forests
before the undergrowth takes over.
See you in the forest.
John
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ORIENTEERING TIPS

Above is a map from a permanent course
Light Green standard - study it and plan your route. Look
for catching features - use the contours - ????? What else
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Well done to

TOBY WILLIAMS

for receiving the

RACING CHALLENGE BRONZE AWARD

LEWIS BONES

for receiving the

RACING CHALLENGE SILVER AWARD

FIGHT THE NIGHT WINNERS
1st Liam Harrington
2nd Marcus Lancastle
3rd Paul Barnes

EMOA 2017 WINNERS

EMUL 2017 WINNERS
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SOUTH COMMON by JOHN MATHER

4 FEB 2018

I like South Common. I guess this is a good starting point for
planning a colour coded event on the area. It has contours and
gullies and blue features and complex vegetation and wooded areas
and is a great orienteering area also its in the heart of the City. It is
also very exposed to spectators which brings the risk in an
orienteering event that later competitors can eye-up likely control
sites from a distance. And it is not huge, potentially leading to
longer courses undertaking two or three laps at ‘classic’ course
lengths. My overall approach to the event became:
- Middle Distance, to prevent repetition
- Placing the start to minimise the opportunity for competitors to view the courses
in advance
- Throw the technical courses in at the deep end i.e. Dodgy Corner as soon as possible to minimise planning time.
With Richard Parkins newly LIDAR updated map to work from, the intricate vegetation in
Dodgy Corner threw up the opportunity for intricate but fair control sites to keep
competitors on the technical courses on their toes. I avoided using the woodland areas
at the south of the map as there is little technical challenge, nobody would thank me for
grinding up the hill for an easy control or two.
The short junior courses were a challenge to plan, an extensive path network calling for
a high density of controls and the continual risk that the next control would be visible
from the previous control. I think I got away with it, just. The start location worked, on
reflection a bit of fine tuning by moving it just a few metres would have brought
improvement, especially to the junior courses.
From the positive comments received on the day and subsequently, I think Team LOG
pulled off a cracking orienteering event. Many people helped on the day and, as you
know, these events wouldn’t happen without willing volunteers, but I reserve a special
mention and thanks for Trudy Crosby who was out of bed well before dawn to help me
hang the controls. Without her assistance there is a good chance I would still be out
there hanging them now…

Whose NEW shoes are these?
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LINCOLN SOUTH

by TRUDY CROSBY

1 FEB 2018

The first race of the series was hosted by the Lincolnshire Runner and a very social
atmosphere prevailed in the shop where many of us were tempted by the variety
of running kit on offer to part with our money.
The race used the newly completed Lincoln South map and 33 runners attempted
the 45 minute score. Planner, Trudy Crosby had been kind as 7 runners visited all
20 controls within the allotted time with Liam Harrington recording the fastest
completion of 35 minutes 09 seconds. Making a different route choice to Liam but
similar to each other, David Jolly from RAFO and Paul Murgatroyd were hot on his
heels time wise with just seconds between them all.
Everyone that went out visited at least 7 controls and it was encouraging to see
new faces enjoying our sport.

ERMINE EAST by CHARLIE THOMAS
2018

8 FEB

Charlie Thomas planned the second race of the fight the night series
based at Yarborough Leisure Centre. The event consisted of
the surrounding Ermine East and West urban areas; with complex
building lay-out and small parkland sections. On the cold evening, Paul
Murgatroyd had a great run to finish in 40:06, visiting all
controls, with Liam Harrington being the only other person to do this. With a good
turnout of 23 competitors, there were some mixed results further down the standings.
A couple of competitors had results that were below their usual standard, due to trying to navigate within a small region blanked out on the map and one of the most
experienced competitors, who admitted he zoned out temporarily for a split
second and lost his bearings, unfortunately for around 10 minutes. I won't mention
names though as I don't want to single out Paul and Sean. Several newcomers to the
sport had noticeable results (and a muddy bum for Georgia Thomas who took a tumble when heading to the finish), as did Holly Haywood who I believe achieved her best
ever points count for this type of event, 190 points along with Marcus Lancastle and
Ben Mather.
As ever, thank you to Paul for the assistance with OCAD when planning the race, well
done to everyone who took part and thank you to all the kite collectors who assisted
at the end of the event who help make it possible.
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BOULTHAM PARK by NICK LYONS

15 FEB 2018

This is the third event I have planned for LOG, and this time I selected
the control positions and completed the OCAD unassisted, although I
received the normal level of helpful guidance and review input. The
Thursday afternoon I spent securing the controls to their locations was
cold, but dry and sunny, which made it a lot more pleasant than my previous event at Hartsholme last November. The event seemed to go pretty
well, apart from one control being in the wrong location – which must have
been very frustrating for competitors. Sean was able to point out my error to
some runners, but clearly not all. Despite my error I felt I had improved my
planning skills, and “will try harder next time”.

WEST COMMON by KEV RICE

22 FEB 2018

For those of you that are Fight the Night regulars you’ll know I usually
plan a night score event each winter and as I have sorted the Boultham Park event in 2016 and 2017 I thought it was time for me to
tackle a different area of Lincoln, so for the 2018 series I choose West
Common and West End.
Usually the map takes in the golf course which was the scene for one
of my most frightening moments on my first night O event several
years ago, when shackled with a useless head torch with the power of
a tea light candle, I was running across the golf course when suddenly
the ground beneath my trainers disappeared and I thought I was falling
10/20/30 feet into to an abyss, but I landed 12 inches later in a sand filled bunker and fell flat on my face in stitches of laughter! Right back to West Common, Paul decided to leave out the golf course and expand the map with the
urban area to the north east which over lapped into the Ermine East map used
a couple of week prior by Charlie, In fact the astute members of LOG will have
noticed that both Charlie and myself had a control in exactly the same spot,
great minds think alike blar, blar! I was kind to the twenty four hardy souls who
turned out, as due to the waterlogged state of the common I only sited four
controls there and only two of them were in the swamp lands. The other sixteen
where most in the urban areas with a couple of cheeky off road ones to dirty
your trainers!
I think the new handicap system is an excellent move in the right direction,
hopefully it will level the varied abilities and create a more open event with a
broader range of award winners in the future which can only help stimulate interest in club events. Well done to all and I hope you enjoyed the night which is
now traditional ended in the golf club bar with a pint, the series prize presentation and an excellent buffet
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SPRING SERIES

29th MARCH

CHAMBERS WOOD

5TH APRIL

MORKERY WOOD

12TH APRIL

STAPLEFORD WOOD

19TH APRIL

LONDONTHORPE

26 APRIL
3RD MAY

OSTLERS PLANTATION
WEST COMMON
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GO FASTER BARS

Soak 1 cup nuts overnight – blitz drained nuts in a blender to
desired consistency – put in dish and add 1 cup of oat flakes
and ½ cup spelt flakes , add 1 tsp. cinnamon, 2 tbsp. chai
seeds, 2 tbsp. flax seeds, good handful of dried fruit.
Beat an egg with 1 tbsp. of nut butter and cup of butter milk
and add to dry stuff, mix well until everything well blended. Put
on to tray pat down to about 2 cm and bake for approx. 30 to
45 mins until firm to touch. Cut into slices when cool, these will
keep in fridge for two weeks.

PLANNER WANTED
Please put your hand up to plan an event
We need a planner for

Ostler’s Plantation 26th April
This is a lovely wood to start planning on
all help will be given.
Contact

Paul Murgatroyd
pmmurgatroyd@aol.com
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Although we had a great turn out
of 22 dedicated orienteers we still
only managed to gain 4th place in
the Compass Sport Heat.
Well done to all Loggers who were
there.
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Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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